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About Multi-Country South Asia Global Fund HIV Programme 

The Multi-Country South Asia Global Fund HIV Programme (Phase 2) is a regional HIV 

Programme that aims to reduce the impact of, and vulnerability to, HIV of men who 

have sex with men (MSM), hijras and transgender people across seven South Asian 

countries (Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) 

through community systems strengthening (CSS).  

Within the Programme, APCOM serves the role of regional Sub-Recipient community 

network that cooperates with the United Nations Development Programme Bangkok 

Regional Hub (UNDP BRH), the Programme’s interim Principal Recipient, to support 

high-level regional and national-level policy development and advocacy, technical 

support and research activities of the following 11 national Sub-Recipient 

organizations: 
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Summary 

Access of MSM, hijra and transgender communities to available funding or wider public 

support is not extensive. Much of the funding is anchored to and therefore controlled 

by government, which in many South Asian countries comes with a religious and social 

context that does not readily include – if not outright excludes – the communities of 

sexual and gender minority. In addition, many community-based organisations working 

on the issue often lack the capacity such as the communication skills and systems 

needed to approach and build relationships with alternative donors. Studies have 

suggested that numerous community organisations in the region fail to sustain their 

HIV responses to the key affected populations once the project funding ends.  

Understanding that maintaining financial stability has long been a major challenge 

faced in the grassroots service delivery, APCOM took the lead to conduct Turning the 

Corner: Regional Workshop on Resource Mobilisation & Sustainability on 25-27 May 

2015 in Bangkok for 29 community advocates from 24 community organisations to 

improve their organisations’ ability in mobilizing resources.  

Facilitated by Barapani, a resource mobilisation consultancy firm specializing for non-

profit organisations, the workshop trained the participating community advocates with 

the knowledge and skills to understand resource mobilisation, deliver effective 

communication and develop resource mobilitastion strategy. 

More specifically, the objectives of the workshop were to provide the participants 

with: 

1. an understanding of what financial sustainability and resource mobilisation 

entail; 

2. provide inputs on expanding and diversifying income sources to raise project 

and unrestricted income; 

3. practical skills on key aspects of communications, resource mobilization and 

donor relationship building; 

4. skill to strategically plan for resource mobilisation in relation to the 

organisation’s strategy for future growth; and 

5. expertise to develop Organisational Resource Mobilisation and Sustainability 

Strategy and Plan which will back up the organizational Strategic Plan 

developed under the Multi-Country South Asia Programme 

The workshop also marks the planning for the in-country workshops in the 

abovementioned countries to further assist the participating community organisations 

in drafting and finalising their resource mobilisation plan. 

The facilitators used a combination of theory, relatable examples (examples of 

communication and resource mobilisation by other non-profit organisations) and 

practical tools (exercises, role plays, etc.) to enable organisations to understand the 
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essentials of resource mobilisation, develop skills that they could start using right 

away, and learn to think and plan strategically.  

All sessions were rooted in participatory training approaches such as brainstorming, 

exercises and reflection: they were interactive, requiring active engagement from 

participants. Exercises were a core part of the methodology, enabling participants to 

immediately practise using the planning, communications and fundraising tools.  

Subsequent to the workshop, the following achievements were observed: 

1. Most participants demonstrated an increased understanding of financial 

sustainability and resource mobilisation.  

2. Most participants demonstrated an increased confidence in their own capacity 

to raise resources from diverse income sources. 

3. Country-wise maps of private and public funder, as well as bilateral and multi-

lateral donors, for each participating community organisation were created.  

4. Resource mobilisation strategies for each participating community 

organisation were drafted. 

 

The facilitators’ recommendations to move forward are to: 

1. structure the in-country technical assistance to include more time on one-on-

one meetings helping organisations finalise their RM strategies, rather than 

through workshops alone; and 

2. plan for further capacity building especially in writing proposals and in 

developing a business plan for generating income through an enterprise.   
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List of Participating Community Organisations 

The following table enlists the 24 participating community organisations across seven 

countries. 

Afghanistan Youth Health and Development Organisation 

Bangladesh Bandhu Social Welfare Society (BSWS) 

Bhutan Lhak-Sam (BNP+) 

India 

Thozhi 

Darpan Foundation 

Voluntary Health Organisation - VHS 

The Humsafar Trust 

Pahal Foundation 

Lakshya Trust 

Nepal 

Blue Diamond Society 

Our Equal Access - BDS 

Mono Supporting Maple Group - BDS 

Naulo Bihani  Pokhara 

Sudur Paschim Samaj 

Cruiseaids Nepal 

Pakistan 

Dareecha Male Health Society  

Naz Male Health Alliance  

Dostana Male Health Society 

Parwaz Male Health Society 

Pireh Sehat Markaz Larkana 

Humraz Male Health Society 

Sri Lanka 
Heart to Heart Lanka Org 

Saviya Development Foundation 

FPA Sri Lanka 
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Workshop Records 

The Regional Workshop on Resource Mobilisation & Sustainability was divided into the 

following thematic segments:  

x The Basics of Financial Sustainability (Day 1);  

x Effective Communications (Day 2); and  

x Strategy and Action Plan (Day 3).  

 

Day 1: The Basics of Financial Sustainability 

Following the introductions and opening statements by the APCOM Executive 

Director, Mr Midnight Poonkasetwattana, and the UNDP BRH Policy Advisor Regional 

Hub, Mr Edmund Settle, participants introduced themselves through an Elevator Pitch 

exercise that set the baseline for participants’ communication skills. Most participants 

were a little hesitant since this was the first time they were speak in front of the group, 

but the imagined context (a conversation with Bill Gates in an elevator) contributed to 

them loosening up. Most participants adhered to a standard introduction format 

stating their name, the name of the organisation and describing their work in the jargon 

that they would typically use. 

The first presentation on Understanding Resource Mobilisation and the Five Income 

Sources included a brainstorm among participants on what sustainability meant to 

them. The responses ranged from “having an endowment or corpus fund” and “meeting 

the administrative expenses of the organisation” to “having a good balance of different 

kinds of income.” The facilitator then guided the group through a discussion on the 

limitations of aid, the specifics of funding available for LGBTI-related causes and the 

advantages of local resource mobilisation. This session helped the participants 

understand the core definition of sustainability, which is having a good mix of income 

sources, without over-dependence on any one source. Such comprehension, 

accordingly, set the tone for the rest of the workshop. 

The second session, Understanding Donor Motivation, delved into why people give and 

why they do not. The participants’ common responses included “giving makes them feel 

good” and “people give because they want to make a difference.” The facilitators then 

introduced participants to the importance of making clear and specific ‘ask.’ The 

session aimed to bring about a radical shift in the mindset of participants, with its 

concluding statement, “People give because they are asked.” The post-workshop 

questionnaire and the day’s feedback revealed that most participants were struck by 

the importance of ‘asking’ in relation to giving. 

The following session, Inspiring Case Studies, showed examples of innovative resource 

mobilisation by community groups – including those who work on LGBTI issues – 

across the world. The examples of fundraising from individuals and companies helped 

redefine the participants’ view of resource mobilisation, which had hitherto comprised 
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writing proposals to raise resources. The participants from Pakistan flagged a question 

on whether individuals and companies would support LGBTI issues, especially in 

sensitive environments such as that of Islamic-dominant Pakistani culture. The 

discussion led to an understanding that self-generated income is an ideal method for 

raising money for LGBTI issues in sensitive environments, and in addition, for raising 

unrestricted funds that are not tied to projects. 

Participants then worked in groups based on their country of origin on a SWOT 

analysis from the perspective of Resource Mobilisation, focusing on the external 

environment of their country while taking into account the opportunities and threats, 

and simultaneously, looking inward into their organisations for strengths and 

weaknesses. These SWOT analyses would feed into the final resource mobilisation and 

sustainability strategies of individual organisations. 

Each organisation then analysed its income sources in percentages. Most organisations 

were found to be dependent on one or two major donors. Given this dependence on a 

single source and unfamiliarity of participants with strategically planning for 

diversification, the facilitators decided to defer the part of the exercise that required 

CBOs to project targets for income diversification to the last day, after they had 

become comfortable with the idea of approaching alternative sources. 

The following session, Building your Constituency, created an imagined crisis scenario 

and encouraged participants to brainstorm on potential individual (small and high net 

worth) and corporate donors that they could approach in a crisis. The exercise enabled 

the participants to produce a self-assessed data on the numbers of individual and 

corporate donors they could approach in a crisis. Organisations produced a wide range 

of estimated donors from under 100 to above 25,000.  

The day ended with a quick brainstorm on the systems for resource mobilisation – such 

as database, communications materials, etc. This was followed by the daily feedback 

session. 

 

Day 2: Effective Communications 

The day started with a presentation on the basic Building Blocks of Communication, 

which introduced the participants the understanding and basic skills to craft stories of 

change, statement of achievements, a one-line intro and a one-minute pitch.  

The facilitator later introduced a session on Generating Earned Income in which 

participants were asked to present a business idea. Participants worked in country 

groups and brainstormed on various ideas for earned income before fleshing out one 

idea. Most of the country groups put forth strong, unique business ideas. Sri Lanka 

group, for example, came up with business idea on opening salon services at the 

doorstep. They had thought through the main aspects of the business idea, including 

details of income that would be generated. The idea was also attractive because of its 
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potential for soft activism, through encouraging interaction and better understanding 

between members of the MSM and transgender communities and recipients of salon 

services. 

The second Elevator Pitch session of the workshop gave each participant the 

opportunity to practise using the building blocks of communication; the facilitators 

provided feedback to each participant on their pitch immediately after. 

The subsequent session, Annual Reporting, introduced them to the new idea of viewing 

the annual report as a fundraising and communications tool. The session gave rise to 

several questions and discussions on the elements of a good annual report, such as 

highlighting achievements instead of activities, and the use of photographs. Some of 

the points raised were regarding the use of action photos instead of standard 

workshop photos, the ideal length of an annual report, and the difference between 

project reports and annual reports. 

Participants were then taken through a session on the elements of “Winning Proposals” 

by focusing on what makes a proposal concept idea good. The idea that stories of 

change and statistics could be used to turn dull proposals into winning ones resonated 

well with the participants. This session led to a good discussion on the difference 

between solicited and unsolicited proposals. Most participants shared that they had 

not thought till then of submitting unsolicited proposals. Following this, each 

participant worked on writing a concept idea.  

 

Day 3: Strategy and Action Plan 

The day began with a brainstorm on the different elements of a good resource 

mobilisation strategy, such as analysing the need, donor mapping and choosing the 

right resource mobilisation methods. Done as a brainstorm rather than as an input 

session, it helped participants to think through on their own what a good strategy 

should comprise.  

Individual organisations then worked on assessing their resource mobilisation needs in 

the light of their organisational strategic plans and set targets for raising resources for 

their different programmatic focus areas. 

This was followed by a session on Donor Mapping, which they worked on in country 

groups. The groups focused on identifying private foundations, public foundations, 

bilateral donors and multilateral donors, since corporate and individual donor mapping 

would have needed to be done at the individual CBO level. 

In line with their needs, participants then identified primary resource mobilisation 

methods that they would use to tap each source of income, and made a list of the 

systems and communication requirements for each.  
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The exercises together have formed the core of the Draft Resource Mobilisation and 

Sustainability Strategies, which are currently being revised extensively by each 

organisation. The facilitators will follow up with each CBO for the completion of this 

task. 
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Findings 

Findings based on Pre- and Post-Workshop Assessments 

Resource mobilisation knowledge tests (see Annex 2) were administered before and 

after the workshop to evaluate the progress in understanding among participants. The 

questions tested the participants on their overall understanding of the essentials of 

resource mobilisation and donor motivation and elements of good communication.  
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As seen in the diagram above, the difference between the participants’ aggregate 

scores1 in pre- and post-test (an increase from 5 to 8 i.e. 27%) indicates a growing 

understanding of financial sustainability and resource mobilisation among the 

participants. The upsurge of knowledge remains observed within the scores 

breakdown of each community organisation2.  

Additionally, specific deduction from responses to particular questions within the tests 

specifies the following remarks: 

1. Most participants demonstrated an increased confidence in their own capacity 

to raise resources from diverse income sources. This was deduced from 

responses to Question 1, which assessed the number of sources that each 

participant thought they would be able to raise resources from. Ninety three 

per cent of the participants were confident of being able to raise resources 

from between three and five sources, compared to only 46% prior to the 

workshop; and 68% were confident of being able to raise resources from all five 

main sources of income: individuals, companies, grant-makers, government and 

earned/ self-generated income. 

 

2. Most organisations showed a better understanding of the basic principles of 

resource mobilisation, of what sustainability entails and about the possibility of 

individuals supporting the cause of organisations working with MSM and 

transgender groups. This was deduced from responses to Questions 7, 9 and 

10, which tested the participants on the key principle of resource mobilisation 

                                                                    

1 The range of the score start from 0 (unable to identify one correct answer) to 10 (correctly 

answer all of the seven questions)  
2 While the tests were administered to workshop participant individually, the organisation’s 

score is accumulated from the average score of the organization members. 
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(why donors give); whether individual would support MSM and transgender 

causes; and what sustainability entails (a good mix of income sources.) 

 

Findings based on Qualitative Assessment 

Based on the observation towards participants’ engagement during the workshop, the 

facilitators have summarised the qualitative assessment of participants according to 

the following five criteria: 

1. Understanding of resource mobilisation. Understanding of the definition of 

sustainability, donor motivations and the essential elements of communication. 

2. Communication skills. Ability to express ideas, introduce themselves or 

communicate to a donor. 

3. Ability to think through ideas. Capacity to think through ideas such as 

developing a business idea or working on an elevator pitch to a particular 

potential donor. 

4. Willingness to innovate. Willingness of organisations to explore alternative 

sources of income such as self-generated incomes or donations from individuals 

and corporates, or the readiness to practise incorporating tools such as the 

‘hook’ or the ‘ask’ as part of their elevator pitch. 

5. Capacity to execute. The ability of organisations to work on the exercises in 

the course of the workshop, and the level of assistance that organisations 

needed with the exercises. 

  

In each of the criteria, organisations have been segregated into three categories: 

(i) Advanced capacity: capable of demonstrating the skills as well as to teaching 

them to others  

(ii) Medium capacity: capable of demonstrating the skills 

(iii) Needs support: in need of further coaching to demonstrate the skills 

 

The table below shows the performance of each participating organisation on the 

abovementioned criteria based on the facilitators’ observation throughout the 

workshop.  

# Organisation Understanding 
of RM 

Communication 
skills 

Ability 
to think 
through 

ideas 

Willingness 
to innovate 

Capacity 
to 

execute 

1 YHDO a m a m a 

2 BSWS a m a a a 

3 Lhak Sam m n n n n 

4 Thozhi m m m a m 

5 Darpan m m m m m 
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6 VHS a m a m a 

7 Humsafar a a a a a 

8 Pahal m m m m m 

9 Lakshya m m m m m 

10 BDS m n n n n 

11 Our Equal 

Access 

m n n n n 

12 MSMG m n n n n 

13 Naulo Bihani m n n n n 

14 SPS  m n n n n 

15 CruiseAids m n n n n 

16 Dareecha  m m m a m 

17 NMHA a m a a a 

18 Dostana m m m a m 

19 Parwaz  m m m a m 

20 Pireh Sehat m m m a m 

21 Humraz m m m a m 

22 Heart to 

Heart 

m n m a m 

23 Saviya m n m m m 

24 FPA - SL a m a a a 

Note:   a = advanced m = medium n = needs support 
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Recommendations 

1. Hands-on technical assistance 

 Participants need hands-on support in developing their resource mobilisation and 

sustainability strategies, rather than through a workshop. The facilitators therefore 

recommend structuring the in-country technical assistance so as to include more 

time on one-on-one meetings helping organisations think through and finalise their 

RM strategies, rather than through workshops alone.  

 

2. Further capacity building requirements 
a. Proposal writing: An analysis of participants’ skills in proposal development, done 

through an exercise on Day 2 in writing a concept note, revealed that although the 

workshop had equipped participants with the basics of writing winning proposals, 

most organisations needed much more intensive support in proposal development. 

A two/ three-day workshop solely on proposal development at a later stage is 

therefore recommended. 

 

b. Income generation: Except for a few organisations such as FPA Sri Lanka, NMHA, 

Humsafar Trust and VHS, the participating organisations will need support in 

thinking through a business plan for raising self-generated income. This is a key 

method of raising unrestricted income, especially for the organisations working in 

sensitive environments. Most organisations need to build further capacity in 

developing a business plan for an enterprise and in running it. 

 

3. Suggested action plan  
The following table shows the recommended action plan for the upcoming in-

country workshops to further assist the participating community organisations in 

drafting and finalising their resource mobilisation plan. The schedule is tentative 

and subject to change based on the availability of local organisations and any 

contingency that might arise. 

 

Country Support proposal Proposed 
time 

Afghanistan Due to the country’s insecurity and instability, the 

assistance for YDHO’s resource mobilization (RM) 

strategy development will be carried out through 

online platforms such as skype call and email 

exchange. 

 

mid June 

Bangladesh Bangladesh was represented only by Bandhu; none of 

the CBOs were able to attend the workshop. The in-

country TA would therefore start with a two-day 

workshop for the CBOs, followed by one-on-one 

sessions. Specific discussion with Bandhu will be held 

early August 
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with the senior team during the in-country TA to 

gauge the direction of the organisation’s new 

strategic plan, followed by the development of the 

resource mobilisation strategy. 

 

Bhutan While Lhak Sam has a strategy on paper and an 

executive director with good communication skills, 

they still need intensive one-on-one coaching to help 

the organisation to break out of the mould of one way 

of approaching resource mobilisation. Additionally, 

Broad-basing the strategy by involving other staff 

would be crucial to this.  

 

early August 

India  Most participating organisations from India, as 

reflected in the qualitative assessment above, 

showed a capacity to apply the learnings from the 

workshop within their own organisations with a little 

support.  

The in-country support therefore envisages spending 

half a day with each organisation in finalising their 

resource mobilization (RM) strategies. 

 

anytime 

Nepal The organisations from Nepal showed that they 

needed support on four of the qualitative criteria 

above.  

The in-country plan for Nepal therefore will begin 

with a workshop aimed at re-instilling the basics of 

resource mobilisation and communications further, 

with an emphasis on repeated practical exercises 

with feedback. This would be followed by one-on-one 

sessions with the seven CBOs to help sharpen their 

RM strategies. 

 

late July 

Pakistan All organisations in Pakistan fared well in the 

qualitative assessment. The in-country TA would 

begin with a two-day workshop for local CBOs, 

followed by a detailed one-on-one session with 

NMHA developing a concrete strategy for the lead 

organisation, followed by shorter sessions with five 

CBOs to sharpen their strategies and action plans. 

 

between late 

August and 

late 

September 

Sri Lanka  Heart to Heart and Saviya fared well in the 

qualitative assessment, particularly on their ability to 

develop and execute a resource mobilisation 

strategy. However, they needed further support on 

communication skills.  

The in-country support for Sri Lanka envisages a two-

day workshop for these two and other CBOs, with 

 2nd week of 

July 
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perhaps an emphasis on communication skills. The 

one-on-one sessions with both Heart to Heart and 

Saviya will ensure that the strategy is broad-based 

within the organisations. 
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The participating community advocates accompanied by APCOM and UNDP BRH team. 
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ANNEX 1: Workshop Agenda 

Day 1:  Monday, May 25, 2015 
TOPIC: Basics of Financial Sustainability 

TIME AGENDA METHODOLOGY SPEAKERS 
9:30  – 10:30 Setting the context: 

Introductions and expectations 

Welcome note and 

opening remarks 

 

Opening remarks 

  

 

Midnight 

Poonkasetwattana 

(Executive Director, 

APCOM) 

Edmund Settle (Policy 

Advisor Regional Hub, 

UNDP BRH) 

Brief presentation: 

Objectives, agenda 

Exploration of 

participant 

expectations  

Elevator speech 

Barapani 

 

 

 

All participants 

10:30  – 11:00 Understanding resource 

mobilisation; sources of income 

Presentation Barapani 

11:00 – 11:30 Tea break 

11:30 – 12:15 Understanding donor motivation and 

principles of resource mobilisation 

Discussion in small 

groups, and pulling 

together learnings 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

12:15 – 13:00 Inspiring case studies Presentation Barapani 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 14:45 RM and sustainability SWOT  Exercise in groups 

(by country) 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

14:45 – 15:30 Summarising the opportunities and 

threats for resource mobilisation in 

each country 

Impromptu 

presentation based 

on exercise 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

15:30 – 16:00 Tea break 

16:00 – 16:45 Income analysis and target setting Exercise by 

individual CBOs   

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

16:45 – 17:15 Building your constituency Exercise by 

individual CBOs 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

17:15 – 17:45 Systems for resource mobilisation Discussion  Barapani 

17:45 – 18:00 Feedback 
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Day 2:  Tuesday, May 26, 2015 
TOPIC: EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS 

TIME AGENDA METHODOLOGY SPEAKERS 
9:30 – 11:00 Building blocks of communication Presentation Barapani 

11:00 – 11:30 Tea break 

11:30 – 13:00 Earned income: Brainstorm for 

business ideas to raise self-

generated income. Think through 

and present one such idea. 

Exercise and 

presentations by 

countries 

In country groups, 

moderated by Barapani 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 15:00 How would you now do your 

elevator speech?  

Exercise and role 

play 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

15:00 – 15:30 Tea break 

15:30 – 16:15 Annual reports: A fundraising tool Presentation Barapani 

16:15 – 17:00 Winning proposals: idea, concept 

note, proposal  

Presentation Barapani 

17:00 – 17:45 Writing a winning proposal idea Exercise by 

individual CBOs 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

17:45 – 18:00 Feedback 

 

Day 3:  Wednesday, May 27, 2015  
TOPIC: STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN 

TIME AGENDA METHODOLOGY SPEAKERS 
9:30  – 10:15 Basics of developing a resource 

mobilisation and sustainability plan 

Moderated 

discussion 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

10:15 – 11:00 Needs analysis and target setting Exercise by 

individual CBOs 

(supported by lead 

organisation) 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

11:00 – 11:30 Tea break 

11:30 – 12:00 Country specific donor mapping 

exercise 

Exercises in groups 

by country 

All, moderated by 

Barapani 

12:00 – 13:00 Choosing primary resource 

mobilisation methods 

Exercise All, moderated by 

Barapani 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 15:00 Draft resource mobilisation strategy 

and budget 

Exercise All, moderated by 

Barapani 

 Feedback and workshop conclusion   

15:00 – 15:30 Tea break 
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ANNEX 2: Resource Mobilisation Test’s Questions 

What are the sources that you think you can tap for resource mobilisation?  

(Tick as many as applicable) 

x Individuals 

x Companies 

x Grant-makers  

x Government 

x Earned/ self-generated income 

 

What is not a good ingredient of a story of change? 

x Conflict 

x Composition 

x Character 

x Change 

 

What is the 80:20 principle of resource mobilization? 

x 20% of your income comes from 80% of your donors 

x 80% of your income comes from 20% of your donors 

x 80% is implementation cost and 20% is the overhead cost 

x 20% of your income should be spent on activities around resource mobilisation 

and 80% on programme implementation  

 

A good story has two heroes: One, the person whose life has changed.  

x Two, the organisation who has made this possible. 

x Two, the communication technique that has made this possible. 

x Two, the donor who has made this possible. 

x Two, the government support that has made this possible. 

 

What is the #1 reason that donors give? (Tick as many as applicable) 

x Because they are asked. 

x Because they have money. 

x Because they can see suffering and want to make a difference. 

x Because they feel guilty for being better off in life. 

x Because they have personal experience of a problem. 
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TRUE or FALSE: Individual donors will not be interested in supporting organisations 

relating to MSM and transgender communities.  

Sustainability is: 

x an endowment to meet the administrative expenses of the organisation. 

x a good mix of income from different sources. 

x enough unrestricted funds to meet work that is not funded. 

x never having to raise funds again. 
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ANNEX 3: List of Participants 

The participating 29 community advocates are enlisted in the table below. 

  

Afghanistan 
Youth Health and 
Development Organisation Abdul Rasheed 

Bangladesh Bandhu Social Welfare 
Society 

Umme Farhana Kanta  
Masbah Uddin Ammed (Biraj) 

Bhutan Lhak-Sam (BNP+) 
Wangda Dorji 
Pema Dorji 

India 

Thozhi Gunaseelan Annamalai 
Darpan Foundation Satyashri Rahematali 
Voluntary Health 
Organisation - VHS 

Pannirselvam Gurusamy 

The Humsafar Trust Hemangi Mhaprolkar 
Pahal Foundation Yashwinder Singh 
Lakshya Trust Silvester Merchant 

Nepal 

Our Equal Access Shree Krishna Thapa 
Blue Diamond Society Sanjaya Sharma 
Mono Supporting Maple 
Group 

Dharma Raj Sharma 

Naulo Bihani  Pokhara Raju  Prasad Thakali 
Sudur Paschim Samaj Raju Lama 
Cruiseaids Nepal Sanjib Gurung 

Pakistan 

Dareecha Male Health 
Society  

Umais Bin Tahir 

Naz Male Health Alliance 
Kassem Ikbal Khawaja 
Noman Manzoor 

Dostana Male Health 
Society 

Ali Ikram 

Parwaz Male Health 
Society 

Usama Bin Ather 

Pireh Sehat Markaz 
Larkana 

Muhammad Moiz 

Humraz Male Health 
Society 

Muhammad Siddique Wali 

observer Ayesha Rao 

Sri Lanka 

Heart to Heart Lanka  
Umal Premarathne 
Roshan Di Zilwa 

Saviya Development 
Foundation 

Thushara Senanayake 

FPA Sri Lanka Thushara Agus 
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ANNEX 4: Participants’ Feedback 

At the end of each workshop day, the participants were given questionnaires that seek 

to find their most insightful lessons, most applicable learnings, suggestions to improve 

the conducted lessons and suggestion for the following day. 

The daily summary on participants’ feedback is presented below. 

Day 1 

The most 
insightful lessons 

x Principles of fundraising 

x SWOT analysis 

x Five sources of income 

x Elevator pitch 

x Challenges in RM 

x Creativity of different campaigns 

x 80:20 principle 

x Importance of broad-basing income sources 

 

The most 
applicable lessons 

 

x Income assessment 

x Target setting 

x The ASK 

x The principles of RM 

 

Suggestion to 
improve the 
conducted lesson 

 

x Opportunity to study income sources 

x More engaging conversation with other countries beyond 

India 

x Required some slide presentation on basic information of 

RM before group exercise 

x More inputs on sustainability for CBOs by looking at non-

traditional, commercial income generating activities 

x Constituency exercise, if done with examples, could have 

been more effective 

x More of adult education methods 

 

Suggestions for 
the next day 

 

x More engagement with other countries 

x RM techniques according to the context of the country 

x More practical relating to real challenges 

x More about RM and sustainability 

x Talk about how to get donors on board 

x Share some organisation’s experience in RM 

x More on self-generated resources 

x Share more examples 

x Should start at 9 am and close at 4:30 pm 
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Day 2 

The most 
insightful lessons 

x Understanding the difference between concept idea, 

concept note and proposal 

x Annual report as fundraising tool 

x Elevator pitch 

x Building blocks of communication 

x Winning proposals 

x Income generating business idea 

x How to introduce oneself 

x Communication mix 

x Story of change 

 

The most 
applicable lessons 

 

x Fundraising tools 

x Communicating to donors in an effective way 

x RM through individuals 

x Income generating business idea 

x Art of communicating to the target audience 

x 1-minute pitch 

x Be focused but personalize your communication 

x Annual reports 

x Technique of writing a winning proposal 

 

Suggestion to 
improve the 
conducted lesson 

 

x Have an actual donor to talk to at the workshop 

x Focus should be more on the donor’s psyche 

Suggestions for 
the next day 

 

x More involvement 

x Need to finish by 4 pm 

x Better food probably 

 

 

Day 3 

The most 
insightful lessons 

x Needs assessment 

x Donor mapping 

x Methods to reach out to donors 

x Building a database of donors 

x Building systems for RM  

The most 
applicable lessons 

 

x 80:20 principle 

x Donor mapping 

x Building a database of donors  

x Fundraising through community  
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Suggestion to 
improve the 
conducted lesson 

 

x Show an actual RM plan 

x Better food 

x More templates 

x Action plan for RM 

x Today’s agenda should have been spaced out over two 

days 

x Whole workshop was a great learning 

x Awesome workshop! I like very much 
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